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Cast of Characters

Joseph ...................................... Ian Patrick Gibb
Narrator ................................. Darcie Roberts
Jacob / Potiphar ............... Nicholas F. Saverine
Mrs. Potiphar .......................... Brooke Lacy
Pharaoh .................................. Ryan Vasquez

The Brothers
Reuben ............................... Michael Graceffa
Simeon ............................... Kevin Clay
Levi ................................. Jacob Chancellor
Napthali ............................. Caleb Dicke
Isaachar ............................ Wonza Johnson
Asher .......................... Alexander H. Miller
Dan ................................. Daryl Tofa
Zebulon .......................... Tanner Pflueger
Benjamin ........................ Matthew Borchers
Judah .............................. Julian Ramos

The Mourning Wife ....................... Claire Gerig
The Baker ............................ Trevor McChristian
The Butler .......................... Robert Ariza

The Women
Caitlin Belcik, Rebecca Gans, Claire Gerig,
Catherine Helm, Lily Kaufmann, Kelsey Ryan Moore, Becca Petersen, Emily Pirtle,
Halli Toland, Katie Wesler, Hayley Wilhelm,
Daisy Wright

Youth Choir
Cami Abraham, Josie Anderson, Ari Barmor,
Hadasa Barmor, Ze’ev Barmor, Mollie Beaver,
Brianna Bombardier, Brooklyn Castillo, Jake Castillo, Lindsey Dean, Ava Graves, Josie Hand,
Camdin Hardway, Grace Heinrichs, Thomas Higgins, Matthew Janssen, Abby Jolicoeur,
Hannah Kintzel, Lily Kovar, Gabbe Meloccaro,
Faith Northcutt, Logan Patterson, Londen Peebler, Anna Peery, Melody Prater, Kathryn Valencia Rempel, Francie Robu, Kathryn Sharp,
Anna Shelton, Edward Sturm, Eliza K. Sweet,
Hilary Tallman, Jesse Theademan, Isabelle Todd, Mallory Wells, Lily Willis

Dance Captains
Caleb Dicke (for adult cast), Faith Northcutt (for youth choir)
Understudies: Claire Gerig (Narrator), Trevor McChristian (Swing for all the Brothers)

Signing Interpreter at this performance: Jennifer Fisher
Sign Language Interpretation underwritten by Mid-Kansas Ear, Nose and Throat

Ian Patrick Gibb, Darcie Roberts, Nicholas F. Saverine, Brooke Lacy, Production Stage Manager Tiffany K. Orr and Stage Managers Amanda K. Bowman and Emily F. McMullen appear with Music Theatre Wichita through the courtesy of Actors’ Equity Association, the union of professional stage actors. MTWichita operates under a URTA agreement with Actors’ Equity Association.

PLEASE BE COURTEOUS TO YOUR FELLOW AUDIENCE MEMBERS AND THE PERFORMERS.
Disconnect pagers, beepers, and cellular phones. Anyone using a portable device for texting or any form of electronic communication will be asked to leave. No refunds will be issued. The videotaping or other video or audio recording of this production is strictly prohibited.
Musical Synopsis of Scenes
(This synopsis pertains to our Special Needs show and may differ from other productions)

Prologue:
Overture ................................................................. Orchestra and Choir
Prelude .................................................................................. Narrator
Any Dream Will Do ................................................................. Joseph

Scene 1: Canaan
Jacob and Sons ......................................................... Narrator, Jacob, Wives, Brothers, Choir
Joseph's Coat .......................................................... Narrator, Jacob, Wives, Brothers, Joseph, Choir
Joseph's Dreams ............................................................ Narrator, Brothers, Joseph
Poor, Poor Joseph ........................................................ Narrator, Wives, Brothers, Joseph, Choir
One More Angel .......................................................... Levi, Brothers, Jacob, Mourning Wife, Canaan Wives, Choir

Scene 2: Egypt, Potiphar's House
Journey to Egypt / Potiphar ........................................ Narrator, Potiphar, Mrs. Potiphar, Joseph, Ensemble, Choir

Scene 3: Egypt, Prison
Close Every Door ................................................................. Joseph, Choir
Go, Go, Go Joseph .......................................................... Narrator, Joseph, Butler, Baker, Company

Scene 4: Egypt, Pharaoh's Palace
A Pharaoh's Story ................................................................. Narrator, Choir, Company
Poor, Poor Pharaoh / Song of the King .... Narrator, Butler, Joseph, Pharaoh, Company, Choir
Pharaoh's Dream Explained .................................................. Joseph, Narrator, Company, Choir
Stone the Crows .............................................................. Narrator, Pharaoh, Joseph, Choir, Company

Scene 5: Canaan
Those Canaan Days ............................................................ Simeon, Brothers, Jacob

Scene 6: Egypt, Pharaoh's Palace
The Brothers Come to Egypt / Grovel, Grovel ...... Narrator, Brothers, Joseph, Company, Choir
Who's the Thief? .......................................................... Narrator, Joseph, Company, Choir
Benjamin Calypso .......................................................... Judah, Brothers, Company, Choir
Joseph All the Time .......................................................... Joseph, Narrator, Company, Choir
Jacob in Egypt ................................................................. Company, Choir
Any Dream Will Do .......................................................... Joseph, Narrator, Company, Choir

Finale ................................................................................... Entire Company

The MTWichita Orchestra
Flute, Clarinet, Alto Sax.......................... Dave Dobbins
Oboe, English Horn................................. Cindy Thompson
Horn ..................................................... Nick Smith
Viols ...... Adrienne Dougherty, Cynthia Dantic-Watson
Viola .................................................. Kristen Smaglik
Cello .............................................. Camille Burrow
Acoustic Guitar, Electric Guitar .............. Rod Martens
12 String Guitar, Electric Guitar .......... Kendall Wohaska
Acoustic Bass, Bass Guitar .................... Eric T. Crawford
Drums ............................................ Steve Hatfield
Percussion ........................................... Kevin Findley

Conductor and Keyboard ................. Thomas W. Douglas
Rehearsal Pianists/Keyboards ...................... Jesse Warkentin, Helen Griffin

*Orchestra personnel appear in cooperation with the Wichita Federation of Musicians' Association, Local No. 297, American Federation of Musicians, Russ Widener, Local Contractor.
Dreamcoat Name Search

Some of the words used in *Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor® Dreamcoat* have become scrambled in a sandstorm: JOSEPH, JACOB, POTIPHAR, REUBEN, SIMEON, DREAM, SLAVE, and PHARAOH. Can you find them? (Words may be written forward, backward, vertically, horizontally, or diagonally. Solution on page 10.)
Where is the real Joseph?

Of the six Josephs shown below, only two of them are exactly alike. Can you spot them? (Solution on page 10.)
Hieroglyphics: What they are, and how to make your own

Unlike our modern day alphabet, Egyptian hieroglyphs were drawings that often represented sounds as well as individual letters. Some samples are shown below:

A  B  C or S  C or K  D  E
F, PH or V  G  G or J  H  I or Y  L
M  N  O  OO, U or W  P  Q (KU)
R  T or TH  X (KS)  Z  CH  SH
LET’S DO IT!

If you had to make an alphabet entirely of symbols, what symbols would you use? Below you’ll find 26 boxes (and an extra 10 for numbers). Draw or sketch your own characters and numbers. Then, share with friends to create your own alphabet.

A  B  C  D  E  F

G  H  I  J  K  L

M  N  O  P  Q  R

S  T  U  V  W  X

Y  Z

0  1  2  3  4

5  6  7  8  9
“Help the 7 Cows” Maze

The 7 cows have become lost. Can you help them find the way back to their food? (Solution on page 10.)
Things we can learn from Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor® Dreamcoat

The story of Joseph can be found in the Bible in the book of Genesis (chapters 37 to 46), as well as in the Qu’ran, where it is the story of Yusuf al Karim (Joseph the Wise). Both stories help explain sibling rivalry (a competition between children of the same family) and what we can learn from it.

• “Dad always liked you best.” Joseph’s brothers are jealous of him. Have you ever felt jealous of a brother or sister or friend? How does it make you feel? And when you feel confident in yourself, do you still feel jealous of others?

• Dreams are “short videos” of things that we deal with daily. Joseph’s ability to understand (interpret) dreams helped him. Do you have dreams that seem to make no sense? Though they are actually random thoughts, it can be fun to discuss your dreams with friends.

• At the end of the story, Joseph has forgiven his brothers for selling him as a slave. Have you ever had to forgive someone for a bad thing they said or did to you? Was it difficult to forgive that person?

Learn more about building healthy relationships for kids and teens at www.startstrongteens.org/communities/wichita
Solutions

Dreamcoat Name Search
(from page 4)

Where Is The Real Joseph?
(from page 5)

“Help the 7 Cows” Maze
(from page 8)
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Be sure to join us on Facebook (Music Theatre Wichita) and Twitter (MTWichita)
Notes:
Here is a place to write down what you thought of the show.
“It’s good to be King” sings Pharaoh (Ryan Vasquez).

Joseph’s jealous brothers (left to right, Matthew Borchers, Julian Ramos, Wonza Johnson, Michael Graceffa, Alexander H. Miller, Jacob Chancellor, Luke Steinhauser, Daryl Tofa, Caleb Dicke, Kevin Clay, and Tanner Pflueger) celebrate Joseph’s presumed demise.
Joseph (Ian Patrick Gibb) shows off his multicolored coat to the Narrator (Darcie Roberts), his father Jacob (Nicholas F. Saverine) and his jealous brothers.

Mrs. Potiphar (Brooke Lacy) has her eye on Joseph (Ian Patrick Gibb), while her millionaire husband (Nicholas F. Saverine) dictates to servants (Catherine Helm, Becca Petersen).